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What is “plausible”
in patent law?
The concept of “plausibility” is at the heart of several of the statutory requirements to patentability
including inventive step, sufficiency and industrial applicability. It is an issue frequently discussed at
length in decisions of both the European Patent Office (EPO) and UK courts, and many patents stand
or fall based on what has been made “plausible” in the application as filed.
For example, inventive step relies on the existence of a technical effect exhibited by the claimed
subject matter. However, a technical effect that is not rendered plausible by the patent specification
may not be taken into consideration. In addition, it is clear from both EPO and UK decisions that
post-filed data may only be cited to support a technical effect which is made plausible in the
application as filed (see T1329/04 and Generics v Yeda [2013] EWCA Civ 925).
Discussion of plausibility also crops up regularly in the consideration of sufficiency of disclosure for
second medical use claims. A leading EPO Board of Appeal decision in this area is T609/02, in which
it was held that to meet the requirements of sufficiency the application must disclose the suitability
of the product for the claimed therapeutic application. Put another way, the use needs to be made
plausible by the application as filed. This principle was approved by the English Court of Appeal in
Regeneron v Genentech [2013] EWCA Civ 93.
In two recent Biotech cases, the English High Court has been required to take an in-depth look at
the issue of plausibility as it relates to second medical use claims, and importantly has considered the
standard or threshold to be applied in determining whether something is indeed plausibly shown or
not. It would appear from these decisions that the bar may be set differently depending upon the
particular context.

Actavis v Eli Lilly [2015] EWHC 3294 (Pat) – In this action for revocation, the patent at issue
(EP(UK)0721777) included a Swiss-form second medical use claim directed to tomoxetine for treating
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The patent was held to meet the requirements
of inventive step on the basis that it was not obvious from the prior art to try tomoxetine for the
treatment of ADHD and the skilled team would not have had a fair expectation that this compound
would be effective for this disease. Turning to sufficiency, the claimant Actavis argued that the test
for plausibility in the context of sufficiency should be the same as the “reasonable expectation of
success” for obviousness and as such, the patent was insufficient. In this regard, it should be noted
that the patent (only being 4 pages long!) did not include any examples or data beyond those
described in the cited literature. Lilly argued in relation to sufficiency that the hurdle for plausibility
must be lower than obviousness and suggested that the test for plausibility is merely a filter to stop
purely speculative patents. In finding in Lilly’s favour, the judge noted that the policy considerations
underlying plausibility for sufficiency are different from those underlying fair expectation of success
for obviousness and concluded that the standard is not the same for each. In relation to sufficiency,
it was further stated that the plausibility test is a threshold test which is satisfied by a disclosure
which is “credible” as opposed to “speculative”.				
cont’d...

SPRING ISSUE
News from the
Biotech team
> Boult Wade Tennant has recently launched
a new website. To find out more about our top
tier Biotechnology and Life Sciences Group,
including the experience and work highlights
of members of the team, see here.
> Claire Baldock and Joanna Peak will be
attending the BIO International Convention
in San Francisco from 6-9 June 2016. BIO is
one of the world’s largest biotech conferences
with delegates attending from across the globe.
If you would like to arrange to meet Claire
and Joanna at BIO, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
> Matthew Spencer has recently authored
a publication titled: “Considering the
implications of a Brexit for UK and
European patent attorneys”. Although the
UK will hold a referendum on 23 June 2016
to determine whether the UK will remain a
member of the European Union, there are
two important things to note. First, the UK
will remain a member of the European Patent
Convention irrespective of the outcome of
the referendum and as such, the attorneys
at Boult Wade Tennant will remain eligible to
represent clients in all proceedings before the
EPO. Secondly, the outcome of the referendum
should not affect the UPC Agreement; when
the Unified Patent Court comes into affect
(currently expected in early 2017) the attorneys
at Boult Wade Tennant will be able to represent
clients in the various branches of the UPC.
			

cont’d...

Merck v Ono [2015] EWHC 2973 (Pat) - In this case, the patent at issue (EP(UK)1537878)
included second medical use claims directed to an anti-PD1 antibody for use in cancer treatment.
In considering the issue of plausibility, the judge referenced the discussion set out by the Supreme
Court in HGS v Eli Lilly [2011] UKSC 51, distinguishing “plausible”, “reasonably credible” or
an “educated guess” on one side from what was “speculation” on the other. Rather, plausibility
conveyed that “there must be some real reason for supposing the statement is true”. The judge then
provided guidance on how to apply the concept of “plausibility” when considering second medical
use claims; specifically, that (i) the experimental data in a patent application should make it plausible
that the agent being claimed will have a similar effect to that observed in the data if the agent
is not being tested directly, and (ii) that it is plausible that the effect observed is applicable across
the breadth of the claimed therapeutic applications. What is necessary to pass this assessment will
strongly depend on the facts of the case. This was demonstrated in the decision, in which the data
in the patent were held to make the claim plausible whereas the prior art was found non-enabling,
despite neither the patent nor the prior art exemplifying the claimed antibody in cancer treatment.
For a more detailed discussion of this decision, see here.
There will undoubtedly be decisions that follow these two recent judgments that continue to debate
the issue of plausibility. However for now, it would appear that context is all important. As evidenced
by the Actavis v Eli Lilly case, it may be possible to avoid a “squeeze” between obviousness and
insufficiency without experimental data, taking into account the teaching of the specification and
common general knowledge. That said, we would strongly recommend including data to support
a therapeutic use in any new patent filing and as evidenced by Merck v Ono, data can be crucial in
tipping over the plausibility threshold, even if that bar is set low.

> We continue to report on progress
concerning the launch of the Unified Patent
Court. Naomi Stevens has authored a
publication titled “Unified Patent Court fees
and recoverable costs”, which provides
important information about the recentlypublished rules on UPC court fees. For more
information about the Unitary Patent and the
UPC, see here.
> Members of the Biotech team will be giving
a number of presentations during April. In
particular, Naomi Stevens will be presenting
at the Careers Seminar at the Cancer Research
UK Gurdon Institute in Cambridge. James
Legg will also be giving a lecture as part of
the postgraduate course in pharmaceutical
medicine organised by the British Association of
Pharmaceutical Physicians (BrAPP) and Cardiff
University. James’ lecture will focus on the issues
surrounding the protection of inventions in the
biotech and pharmaceutical sectors.
> Finally, the Biotech team would like to
congratulate Ed Ronan who recently passed
the UK Finals papers FD2 and FD3 (P3 and P4),
and David Wortley who passed the European
pre-examination with flying colours.

HEADLINE ARTICLES

Gene patenting
update for
Australia

Experimental
models in patents –
what is “plausible”?

New guidance for Examiners has been issued
by the Australian Patent Office in view of the
High Court of Australia’s decision in D’Arcy
v Myriad Genetics Inc. In this case the High
Court was asked to decide whether claims
from Myriad’s patent directed to the nucleic
acid sequences encoding the BRCA1 mutant
polypeptide represented patent eligible
subject matter (i.e. a manner of manufacture).
The High Court decided that these claims
did not define a manner of manufacture.
Instead they considered that the substance of
the invention was the information contained
within the sequence of nucleotides of the
molecule. The Court concluded that the
information was not “made” (i.e. created or
modified) by human action but was rather
an inherent part of the molecule. Claiming
the alleged invention as an isolated product
was not sufficient to confer eligibility. For
more information about the guidance issued
following this decision, see here for our full
bulletin.

In Merck v Ono [2015] EWHC 2973 (Pat),
the High Court has provided guidance
on the nature of the experimental data
required to support the disclosure of an
invention, emphasising that what matters
is what is made “plausible” by the data,
as distinguished from what was mere
“speculation”. In this case, neither the patent
nor the prior art contained experimental data
relating precisely to the invention claimed;
however, the experimental work in the patent
was held to make the claimed therapeutic
effect plausible to the skilled person, whereas
the experimental data in the prior art did not
meet this plausibility requirement. The patent
was thus found to be valid and infringed. The
decision builds on the notion of “plausibility”
when considering what is enabled by a
document, and details the application of
this notion to the sufficiency and novelty of
medical use claims. See here for our
full bulletin.

Regeneron
transgenic mouse
patents infringed
but invalid as
insufficient
In a technically complex dispute, Kymab
Limited and Novo Nordisk A/S have succeeded
in the UK with their claim for revocation of
two important patents owned by Regeneron
Pharmaceuticals Inc (see here). These
patents (EP(UK)1360287 and its divisional
EP(UK)2264163) relate to Regeneron’s
Velocimmune® transgenic mice suitable for
therapeutic antibody discovery. Regeneron
initially brought a claim for infringement
of their patents, and it was decided by the
High Court that Kymab’s transgenic mice
were within the scope of the claims of both
patents. The defendants were however,
successful in challenging the validity of the
patents for lack of sufficiency. This case is
of significant interest for its consideration
of fundamental platform technology in the
therapeutic antibody field, in addition to the
legal issues discussed concerning construction
of product-by-process claims and insufficiency.
See here for our full bulletin.
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Warner-lambert v Actavis
– further guidance on
infringement of second
medical use claims

AUTUMN ISSUE
News from the
Biotech team
> The Biotech team welcomes Nadia TylerRubinstein to the team as a trainee in the
london Office. Nadia recently received a Phd
from the clinical Sciences centre of Imperial
college london.

In the full trial of Warner-Lambert v Actavis, the high court of England and Wales has
ruled that Warner-lambert’s patent directed to pregabalin for treating pain is invalid, but in any
event, is not infringed by the manufacture and supply by Actavis of its generic product, lecaent.
Importantly, the judgment provides guidance as to how infringement of Swiss-type second medical
use claims should be assessed.

> later this month, Claire Baldock, head
of the Biotech team, will be attending the
annual AIPPI World Congress in Rio de

To recap, Warner-lambert markets pregabalin under the trade name lyrica for the treatment of
epilepsy, generalised anxiety disorder (GAd) and neuropathic pain. Basic patent protection for
pregabalin has expired leaving Warner-lambert’s patent, EP0934061 (the Patent), as the only barrier

Janeiro. claire is chair of the Biotechnology
sub-committee, and will be actively involved in
debating this year’s AIPPI working questions

to generic companies. Generics UK ltd. (trading as Mylan) and Actavis challenged the validity of
the Patent in 2014. Then, after learning of Actavis’ intended launch of lecaent, Warner-lambert
counterclaimed for infringement. Actavis subsequently launched lecaent in February with a “skinny

as a Standing delegate representing AIPPI UK.
> Matthew Spencer and James Legg will
be hosting a workshop entitled “A Case

label” limited to the non-patented indications of epilepsy and GAd.
The recent judgment is the decision in the combined revocation and infringement actions. Although

Landscape” at the Festival of Genomics in
california on 3 November 2015. Please do not

“In my judgment, therefore, the skilled person would understand that the patentee was using

> Nina White will be travelling to Israel in
November to visit a number of patent attorney
firms in the country. Please contact Nina if you
would be interested in speaking to her about

hesitate to contact Matthew or James if you
would like to meet them at this event.

the word ‘for’ in the claim to require that the manufacturer knows (in the above sense) or can
reasonably foresee the ultimate intentional use for pain, not that he have that specific intention
or desire himself.”

her trip.

In light of the above, the question considered by the high court was whether it was foreseeable to
Actavis that, in cases where the prescription indicated that generic pregabalin had been prescribed

> The Biotech team would like to congratulate
Ed Ronan who passed the European Qualifying
Examination this summer, and is now qualified
as a UK and European Patent Attorney. Earlier

for pain (only 5%), the pharmacist would dispense lecaent despite the fact that it was not licensed
for pain. It was concluded that the answer to this question was “no” save for a small number of
exceptional cases. One of the main justifications for this conclusion was Actavis’ decision to notify
superintendent pharmacists before launch of lecaent that it was not licensed for the treatment of

this year, Ed was also awarded the Strode Prize
for achieving the highest mark in the P2 UK
Finals paper.

pain. Therefore, Actavis’ activities did not amount to direct infringement of the Patent.
With regard to the indirect infringement claim, this claim was swiftly dismissed on the basis that
there was no act of manufacture by any party downstream of Actavis. It was concluded that, for
the Swiss-type claim of the Patent, the invention had already been put into effect or was not put
into effect at all after it left Actavis’ hands. As such, there was no indirect infringement. Given the
manufacturing step included in Swiss-type claims, it seems likely that this same reasoning would not
apply to EPc2000 second medical use claims.

We know that it makes business sense to get to know our customers and to build our services around
their needs. For us, our service is about people, not just IP. That means responding to our clients with
commercial understanding as well as technical and legal expertise if we are to guide them to the best
solution for their needs. We want people to choose Boult Wade Tennant and stay with us because
they know we will work with them, not just for them.

Study Based Guide to Freedom to Operate
– Navigating the CRISPR-Cas Patent

the Patent was held to be invalid for lack of sufficiency, both the direct and indirect infringement
claims were considered at trial. With regard to direct infringement, the Swiss-type claims of the
Patent were construed in accordance with the Court of Appeal’s judgment of June this year, in
which it was stated that:

NEWS rElATING TO ThE
UNIFIEd PATENT cOUrT

For more information on this case, see our full bulletin here.

The Unified Patent court (UPc), once in
existence, will represent a significant change

Nagoya Protocol provisions come
into force on 12 October 2015

to patent litigation in Europe. The UPc will be
a new court, which will have jurisdiction over
25 EU member states regarding litigation of
“Unitary Patents” and all existing European

The Nagoya Protocol is an international treaty that implements the third objective of the
Convention on Biological Diversity, namely the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from
the utilisation of genetic resources. The Protocol establishes a legally binding framework determining
how researchers and companies who use genetic resources or traditional knowledge associated with
genetic resources obtain access to those resources. The Protocol further details how any benefits
from using the genetic resources will be shared.
EU Regulation No. 511/2014 was passed to implement mandatory elements of the Nagoya
Protocol for the European Union and came into effect on 12 October 2014. however, some of the

Patents that have not opted-out of the system.
Although there is still some uncertainty as to
when the UPc will enter into force, there have
been some interesting developments in recent
months.
• In August, the Intellectual Property Office
announced that the london section of the
central division and the UK local division of
the UPc will be based at Aldgate Tower.

key provisions of the EU regulation, in particular Articles 4, 7 and 9, only take effect after one year
and hence shall apply from 12 October 2015.
From this date, all users of genetic resources (e.g. institutes/universities/companies conducting r&d
on the genetic and/or biochemical composition of genetic resources) are required to perform due
diligence to confirm that the genetic resources have been accessed in an appropriate manner and in
line with benefit-sharing legislation (Article 4). Primarily this is expected to be achieved by obtaining
an International certificate of compliance via a dedicated clearing house system, although other
possibilities exist such as obtaining the genetic resource from the European commission’s register of
collections (not yet established). due diligence documentation must also be retained for a period of

• In September, the Preparatory Committee
of the UPc agreed the court’s rules of
Procedure relating to representation rights
before the UPc (see here). Importantly, the
transitional provisions ensure that for a
period of one year after the entry into force
of the UPc Agreement, it will be possible
for UK patent attorneys having certain
national qualifications to apply to the
registrar for entry on the list of entitled
representatives.

20 years after the period of utilisation has ended.
User compliance with the new due diligence process shall also be monitored going forward. A user,
for example, that receives research funding or advances a product to the final stage of development
will have to declare that they have exercised due diligence (Article 7). Also, competent authorities
have new powers to carry out checks to verify that users have met their obligations (Article 9). The

• On 1 October, a Protocol to the UPC

competent authority in the UK for enforcing the legislation will be the National Measurement and
regulation Office.
Penalties will apply to users that contravene these new provisions, with implementation and
enforcement falling under the remit of the EU Member States. The Nagoya Protocol (Compliance)
Regulations 2015 (2015/821) were passed to fulfil the UK’s obligations and these outline primarily
civil but also criminal sanctions for non-compliance with certain provisions. civil sanctions include the
imposition of a compliance notice requiring a user to take any necessary steps to comply, and the
issuance of a stop notice prohibiting a user from carrying on their activities, such as placing a product
on the market. criminal sanctions mainly relate to a failure to comply with the above-mentioned
notices and include fines and imprisonment. A criminal sanction is also specified in relation to the
retention of due diligence documentation with failure to keep documents for the full 20 year period
resulting in a fine up to £5,000. These penalty provisions in the UK regulation also come into effect
on 12 October 2015.
For further information about the Nagoya Protocol or the provisions coming into effect this month,
please do not hesitate to contact a member of the Boults Biotechnology and Life Sciences team.

Agreement was finalised, which will allow
certain aspects of the UPc Agreement to be
applied early. This includes the registration of
opt-outs, which will now be possible during
the provisional application phase. The
Protocol is intended to facilitate opening of
the UPc at the start of 2017.
In light of these developments, the patent
attorneys at Boults will be well placed to assist
those seeking to obtain and enforce European
patents under the new system. We look forward
to the challenges ahead!
If you have any queries or require any further
information relating to the Unitary Patent or
the UPc, please do not hesitate to contact a
member of the Biotech team or your usual
Boults adviser.

hEAdlINE ArTIclES

Essentially Biological Products
– EPO decides on Broccoli and
Tomato II

To strengthen our understanding of what excellent service means to our clients and to ensure we are
well placed to respond to changing client needs, we have invested in a programme of client research,
conducted by an independent agency. This research has measured our service against those indicators
that really matter to our clients and has, for the first time, allowed us to accurately benchmark
ourselves against competitors in our sector. You’re invited to read our Client Feedback Report.

The Enlarged Board of Appeal (EBA) at the EPO has decided that plant
products produced by “essentially biological processes” (for example,
sexual crossing) are eligible to be patented.
The EBA had previously decided in G2/07 and G1/08 (the so-called
Broccoli I and Tomato I decisions) that a claim to a method which included
as a step an “essentially biological process” could be excluded from
patent eligibility by A. 53(b) EPc, even if it included other technical steps.
In referrals G2/13 and G2/12 – the so-called Broccoli II and Tomato II
referrals – the EBA was asked whether the same provision also excluded
from patent eligibility those plant products produced by essentially
biological processes. The EBA has now concluded that the exclusion
of essentially biological processes from patentability should not be
understood to exclude plant products from patent eligibility. This is
the case even if the product claimed can only be produced by such an
essentially biological process, or if the product is defined by the essentially
biological process used to produce it.
Please click here for full bulletin

Indirect infringement
confirmed in Actavis v lilly
appeal, but no weight given
to prosecution history
last year we reported that the high court of England and Wales
had ruled that Actavis UK ltd would not infringe Eli lilly & company’s
European patent EP1313508 by launching a generic pemetrexed
product. In that decision, Mr Justice Arnold construed the claims
using the prosecution history and concluded that claims directed
to pemetrexed disodium in combination with vitamin B12 excluded
any one of the active ingredients pemetrexed diacid, dipotassium or
ditromethamine, which Actavis were seeking to launch (see here).
The court of Appeal has now confirmed that pemetrexed disodium
would not constitute a direct infringement of lilly’s claims, but has
dismissed the weight given to the prosecution history by Mr Justice
Arnold at First Instance. Further, in a decision contrary to the First
Instance decision, the court of Appeal has concluded that there
would be indirect infringement and declined to issue a declaration
of non-infringement relating to direct infringement alone (see Actavis
UK Limited & Ors v Eli Lilly & Company [2015] EWCA 555 (Civ)).
Please click here for full bulletin
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Spotlight on second
medical use claims

SPRING ISSUE
News from the
Biotech team

Claims directed to new therapeutic uses of known compounds, so-called second medical use
claims, have been accepted by the European Patent Office for over 30 years. It has been widely

> The Boults’ Biotech team will be attending

recognised that the granting of second medical use patents incentivises important medical

two key events in this year’s conference
calendar: BioTrinity 2015, the leading

research. However, a great deal of uncertainty surrounds the enforcement of such patents,
which creates problems for pharmaceutical companies and generics manufacturers alike.

European Biopartnering and Investment
Conference, to be held in London from

As reported in our November newsletter, this topic was debated internationally at the
AIPPI World Congress in Toronto last autumn. This led to the adoption of an AIPPI Resolution,

11-13 May; and the PraxisUnico Conference
to be held in Dublin from 10-12 June. If you

the purpose of which is to seek harmonisation of the laws governing second medical use
patenting and enforcement around the world. As part of this debate Claire Baldock, Head
of the Biotechnology team at Boult Wade Tennant, led the AIPPI UK Working Committee in
preparing a report summarising the current status of second medical use patenting in the
UK (see here).

would like to arrange to meet one of our team
at either of these events, please do not hesitate
to contact us.
> Senior Partner Claire Baldock has been

The start of 2015 has seen second medical use claims back in the spotlight as a result of a
dispute in the UK courts between Warner-Lambert (part of the Pfizer Group) and Actavis over

elected to UK Counsel of AIPPI and is looking
forward to contributing to the group’s activities

the drug pregabalin. The Hague Court of Appeal has also recently ruled on a dispute between

in addition to her role chairing the International
AIPPI Biotechnology Committee.

Novartis and Sun Pharmaceuticals relating to generic supply of zoledronic acid. These cases
are two of the first to provide important insights into how courts in Europe will tackle the
difficulties in this area.

> Dr James Legg, based in our Cambridge
office, will be speaking at the Antibody Drug

There are two key problems associated with enforcement of second medical use claims. First,
such claims cannot be treated simply as claims to products or processes per se. Swiss-form

Conjugate conference taking place on 18-19
May in London. The conference will focus on

second medical use claims (Use of substance X for the manufacture of a medicament for the
treatment of disease Y) may be regarded as purpose-limited process claims whilst EPC2000

recent technical developments in relation to

claims (Substance X for use in the treatment of disease Y) are purpose-limited product claims.
In the UK, direct infringement is typically absolute such that the knowledge or intention of any

Antibody Drug Conjugate (ADC) therapeutics,
and will be attended by leading individuals
from academia, biotech and pharma. For more
information, see here.

alleged infringer is irrelevant. This same approach clearly cannot be applied to claims limited
by purpose. The second problem stems from current prescribing and dispensing practices for
prescription drugs. In the UK, the vast majority of prescriptions are written generically (with

> And finally, Boults’ Biotech team has been
celebrating yet more exam success with Naomi
Stevens and Edward Ronan passing UK

reference to the international non-proprietary name or INN) and do not state the indication
for which the drug has been prescribed. This means that pharmacists typically do not know
whether they are dispensing a drug for a patented or non-patented indication and therefore
may simply dispense the generic version of a drug for all indications even where second

Finals examinations this Spring. We would also
like to congratulate David Wortley who has
successfully passed the Queen Mary Certificate

medical use patents exist.
The UK judgments – Warner-Lambert v Actavis: The patent at issue in the proceedings
between Warner-Lambert and Actavis includes a Swiss-form claim directed to pregabalin for
treating neuropathic pain. Pregabalin (marketed by Warner-Lambert as Lyrica) is also indicated
for the treatment of epilepsy and generalised anxiety disorder (GAD) and Actavis has obtained

in Intellectual Property Law.

NEWS FROM THE
EPO AND BEYOND

a marketing authorisation for the use of generic pregabalin (Lecaent) for these non-patented
indications. Warner-Lambert has alleged that Actavis’ supply of generic pregabalin will
infringe their patent, notwithstanding the ‘skinny labelling’ to be applied to Actavis’ product

We know that it makes business sense to get to know our customers and to build our services around
their needs. For us, our service is about people, not just IP. That means responding to our clients with

The Enlarged Board of Appeal at the EPO has

restricting its use to epilepsy and GAD. Since the start of 2015, Arnold J has handed down
three judgments which have addressed both of the difficulties noted above. The first judgment

recently issued the following decisions:

considered in particular the interpretation of Swiss-form claims and concluded that: “the word
“for” in Swiss-form claims imports a requirement of subjective intention on the part of the

1. In conjoined decisions G2/12 and G2/13
(colloquially referred to as Tomatoes II and
Broccoli II, respectively), the EPO has

manufacturer that the medicament or pharmaceutical composition will be used for treating the
specified condition”. In the third judgment, Arnold J ordered NHS England to issue guidance
stating that pregabalin should only be prescribed for the treatment of neuropathic pain under
the brand name Lyrica. This Order by the High Court follows a significant effort on the part of
Warner-Lambert to urge the relevant authorities in the UK to prescribe pregabalin for pain by

confirmed that product claims directed to
plants or plant material produced by an
essentially biological process are not excluded
from patentability, even though Article 53(b)
EPC excludes “essentially biological processes

reference to Lyrica specifically.

for the production of plants”. In decisions
unanimously welcomed by all parties, the

The Dutch judgment – Novartis v Sun Pharmaceuticals: In the decision handed down by
the Hague Court of Appeal, Sun Pharmaceuticals were held to indirectly infringe Novartis’ Swiss-

Enlarged Board confirmed that such product

form claim covering the use of zoledronic acid for treating osteoporosis. Sun Pharmaceuticals’
generic zoledronic acid was held to infringe despite there being a legitimate market for using

claims would be permitted provided the
product per se is both novel and inventive.

the generic product to treat Paget’s disease. In Arnold J’s second UK judgment, he commented
on the somewhat divergent conclusions of the Dutch court and noted in particular that the
Swiss-form claim in Novartis’ Patent had been interpreted as a product claim and that there had
been a failure to discuss the meaning of the words “for treating” or the mental element which
these words import.

commercial understanding as well as technical and legal expertise if we are to guide them to the best
solution for their needs. We want people to choose Boult Wade Tennant and stay with us because
they know we will work with them, not just for them.

2. In decision G3/14, the EPO has addressed the
issue of to what extent the clarity of amended
claims can be challenged during post-grant
proceedings before the EPO. Clarity is not a
ground of opposition; however, once claims are

Are things any clearer? It is still early days but the recent judgments represent an important

amended during opposition proceedings, the
amended claims must be assessed to determine

step forward in this difficult field. The differing interpretation of Swiss-form claims by the UK
and Dutch courts highlights the difficulties associated with this claim format. Indeed, where
Novartis succeeded with their claim of indirect infringement in The Netherlands, Arnold J did
not consider Warner-Lambert’s claim for indirect infringement to be appropriate on the basis

whether they meet all requirements of the EPC.
With regard to clarity, the Enlarged Board has
confirmed that this assessment should be limited
such that clarity is considered only when, and
then only to the extent that the amendment

that no one further down the supply chain would prepare a medicament using the Lecaent
supplied by Actavis. Arnold J’s strict interpretation of Swiss-form claims also appears to run
contrary to the approach taken in other High Court judgments, in which we have seen a

introduces non-compliance with Article 84 EPC.

willingness for Swiss-form claims to be treated as equivalent to EPC2000 claims (see our
previous comments on this topic here). Whether the focus on the manufacturer’s intention

The UK Intellectual Property Office has recently

will be equally applicable to EPC2000 claims remains to be seen. As to the changes in
prescribing practice for pregabalin ordered by the UK High Court, this clearly represents an

published a Practice Notice relating to
inventions involving human embryonic stem

interesting practical solution to the problem of generic pregabalin being dispensed for the

cells. This Notice has been updated to include

patented indication. However, as detailed in the AIPPI UK report on this topic (see here), it
would seem that more fundamental changes to prescribing and dispensing practices may be
advantageous in achieving the transparency needed to determine infringement of second
medical use claims. There is clearly a great deal still to be achieved to bring certainty to

the CJEU’s decision, C-364/13, which ruled that
an unfertilised human ovum whose division
and further development have been stimulated
by parthenogenesis does not fall within the
definition of a ‘human embryo’ according to

this field.

Article 6(2)(c) of the Biotech Directive. The
implications of this CJEU Referral are discussed
in more detail in our bulletin here.

HEADLINE ARTICLES

English Patents Court
Judgment provides
guidance on the
scope of second
medical use claims
In an important judgment for the interpretation

To strengthen our understanding of what excellent service means to our clients and to ensure we are
well placed to respond to changing client needs, we have invested in a programme of client research,
conducted by an independent agency. This research has measured our service against those indicators

of second medical use claims in the UK, Mr
Justice Arnold refused a request by Warner-

CJEU confirms that
mere carrier proteins
are not active
ingredients in the
context of SPCs
The Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU) has recently handed down yet another
judgment (C-631/13), which seeks to clarify

Lambert for an interim injunction against Actavis
in relation to its plans to launch a generic version

what can, and cannot, be protected under EC
Regulation No 469/2009 (the SPC Regulation).

of the drug pregabalin (Warner-Lambert v

Here the CJEU has decided that an SPC may

Actavis [2015] EWHC 72 (Pat)). The request
was based on Warner-Lambert’s claim that

be granted for an active ingredient covalently
bound to another substance only if the active

Actavis would infringe its second medical use
patent directed to pregabalin for treating pain.

ingredient for which supplementary protection
is sought has a therapeutic effect covered by

In refusing the request for interim relief, Arnold
J held that the case did not raise a “serious

the wording of the marketing authorisation.

issue to be tried”. This judgment provides some

Please click here for full bulletin

Hospira successfully
challenge further
Herceptin® follow-on
patents
In April 2014 we reported on the outcome
of a dispute between Hospira UK Limited
and Genentech Inc. The court battles have
continued between these two parties with
Hospira seeking revocation of two further
Genentech follow-on patents in order to clear
their way to market biosimilar lyophilised
Trastuzumab. In November 2014 the UK High
Court handed down its judgment deciding in
favour of Hospira, revoking one of the patents
in dispute and ordering amendment of the
second patent to delete the challenged subject
matter (see here for the full judgment).
Please click here for full bulletin.

much needed clarity in relation to the scope of
protection conferred by second medical
use claims.
Please click here for full bulletin

We’ve listened to what our
clients told us. Now we’re
acting on it

Boult.bites Biotech
The ten minute read that highlights
topical issues for bio and life science
sector participants

> Missed the last
edition of boult.bites
Biotech? Catch up
by clicking here

The changing face of
US patent prosecution

NEWS FROM THE
BIOTECH TEAM
> Boults Biotech team has recently welcomed
Dr James Legg to the team as a qualified
attorney in the Cambridge office. James is
an experienced attorney in the bio and life
sciences field and has expertise in technology
areas spanning biological and small molecule
therapeutics, genetic engineering, stem cell
technology and biomedical products and
devices. James will be presenting at the sixth
annual conference on RNA Therapeutics to be
held in London, 16-17 February 2015. For more
information about this conference, see here.
> In September, Claire Baldock and Joanna
Peak attended the AIPPI World Intellectual
Property Congress in Toronto. As reported in
our Summer newsletter, prior to the
Congress, Claire and Joanna led the AIPPI
UK Working Committee in putting together
a report focusing on the patenting and
enforcement of second medical use claims.

internationally. Copies of the UK report and the
AIPPI Resolution can be found here and here.
Claire recently followed up her work as Chair of
the AIPPI UK working committee by presenting
the results of this AIPPI debate at a Reception
hosted by Allen & Overy.
> Matthew Spencer has recently published

guidance given threatens to stifle investment
and innovation. The full article can be found
here.
> And finally, the Boults Biotech team has
been celebrating yet more exam success
with Naomi Stevens passing the European
Qualifying Examination this summer. Naomi’s
paper B answer has been selected for
publication in the annual EQE Compendium
as a model answer.

HEADLINE ARTICLES

A broader research
exemption from
patent infringement
in the UK

UK Patents Court
interprets CJEU’s
decision in Eli Lilly v
HGS (C-493/12)
In December 2013, the CJEU handed down its
ruling in Eli Lilly v HGS (C-493/12), providing
clarification as to interpretation of Article 3(a)
of the SPC regulation (469/2009/EC). In that
judgment the CJEU ruled that a functional
definition of an active ingredient in a claim is

MEET THE TEAM

an article in Nature’s BioPharma Dealmakers
commenting on the recent guidance from the
USPTO relating to patent-eligible subject matter.
In this article, Matthew questions whether the

to the challenge of developing alternative claim strategies complying with the new guidelines for
overcoming patent eligibility issues since patentees will now first be required to demonstrate that
there has been a direct infringement.
The issues discussed above have had a real impact on our strategies for drafting patent applications
intended for prosecution in the US, as well as our approach to prosecuting these applications as we
seek to obtain worldwide protection for our clients. However, it must also be noted that in response
to significant lobbying following issuance of the USPTO’s Guidance a replacement set of guidelines
for addressing patent eligibility issues is expected imminently. It is hoped that this revised Guidance
will allay real concerns that the previous Guidance was making new law and went far beyond the
Supreme Court decisions on which it was based. As implementation of the law progresses we will
continue to expand and develop strategies for addressing the complex issues arising from recent
changes in the US.

enough to obtain an SPC, provided the claims
relate “implicitly but necessarily and specifically
to the active ingredient in question”. The UK
Patents Court has now interpreted the CJEU’s

>

This topic was debated at an international
level during the Congress, and AIPPI have now
adopted a Resolution, the purpose of which is
to seek harmonisation to the laws in this area

whether the claim as a whole recites something significantly different than the judicial exception.
The Guidance document highlights multiple factors which should be considered in this analysis. Our
ongoing strategic challenge is to work within the guidelines to obtain commercially useful patent
protection for products and methods which may have been developed from naturally-occurring
products or methods relating to “natural correlations”.
Most recently, the Supreme Court has unanimously ruled that a defendant cannot be liable for
inducement of infringement of a method claim where there is no direct infringement, i.e. where no
single party has carried out all the steps of the claimed method (Limelight Networks, Inc., Petitioner
vs Akamai Technologies, Inc., et al. No. 12-786; reported here). This decision adds a further layer

judgment and concluded that a claim directed
to an antibody that binds specifically to a recited
antigen is considered to implicitly but necessarily
and specifically define an active ingredient. The

To strengthen our understanding of what excellent service means to our clients and to ensure we are
well placed to respond to changing client needs, we have invested in a programme of client research,

UK Court’s decision (see here) indicates that
SPCs based upon functional claims can be valid
in the UK. However, Eli Lilly have been granted
leave to appeal, so we may not have heard the
final word on this issue.

The CJEU rules in
favour of SPCs for
safeners in plant
protection products
(C-11/13)

The Legislative Reform (Patents) Order 2014
was placed before Parliament on 6 May 2014
to amend the UK Patents Act 1977 in order

In a referral from the German Federal Court
(C-11/13), the CJEU was asked to clarify
whether safeners fall within the scope of the
term “active substances” within the meaning

to extend the existing exemptions for certain
clinical trials from patent infringement. This
Order came into effect on 1 October 2014,
and changes section 60 of the UKPA such
that in certain cases, the testing of patented
innovative drugs is exempt from infringement.
In particular, it is now possible for companies
to use patented products when carrying out
testing or other activity to provide information
to the regulatory authorities who decide upon
marketing authorisations. It is also possible
to use patented products in testing or other
activities carried out to supply information for
health technology assessments. This broadening
of the so-called “Bolar” exemption is a welcome
change to UK law and should make the UK
a more attractive place for drug companies
conducting trials relating to innovative drugs.

Please click here for full bulletin.

Please click here for full bulletin

of Regulation 1610/96 relating to SPCs for
plant protection products. Safeners are an
interesting class of chemical compounds,
which enhance the phytotoxic effects of
herbicidal compounds typically by reducing
the herbicidal injury to the desired crop species
whilst providing no protection to competing
weed species. The CJEU has ruled that
substances intended to be used as safeners in
plant protection products can, in principle, be
the subject of an SPC provided the substance
has a toxic, phytotoxic or plant protection
action of its own. It has however, been left
to the national courts to decide on a case-bycase basis whether a particular safener has the
activity required to fall within the definition of
an “active substance” according to the SPC
Regulation.
Please click here for full bulletin.
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The last two years have seen a number of significant changes to US patent prosecution. As European
practitioners we understand the importance of keeping abreast of developments across the Atlantic
to ensure a consistent approach to the management of worldwide patent portfolios. Here we review
the most recent US developments and the implications of these to our practice.
In March 2013 the America Invents Act (AIA) came into force (as reported here) heralding a move
from a “first to invent” to a “first to file” system. This change has more closely aligned the US with
the patent filing system already operating in Europe and has therefore not largely altered our filing
strategies. However, it has made it even more important for patent applications to be filed as soon as
there are sufficient data to support an application. The AIA has also revised and expanded the postgrant procedures available to Patentees and third parties in the US, something we are already familiar
with in Europe.
In something of a landmark decision, the Supreme Court created uncertainty surrounding the future
of diagnostic method claims in the US by deciding that claims to methods which merely apply a
law of nature are not patent eligible (Mayo Collaborative Services v Prometheus Laboratories Inc.).
Further uncertainty in this area was created when the Supreme Court decided that a naturallyoccurring DNA segment is a product of nature and not patent eligible merely because it has been
isolated (Association of Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics; reported here).
Following the Supreme Court’s decisions in Myriad and Prometheus, the USPTO issued in March
a Guidance document clarifying the procedure to be used for evaluating subject matter eligibility
of claims considered to relate to laws of nature, natural phenomena or natural products (reported
here). The Guidance sets out a three-part test for assessing whether a claim relates to patenteligible subject matter. Once it has been established that the claim is directed to one of the four
statutory patent-eligible subject matter categories (process, machine, manufacture, or composition
of matter) and recites or involves one or more judicial exceptions (abstract ideas, laws of nature/
natural principles, natural phenomena and natural products), the Examiner is required to determine

We know that it makes business sense to get to know our customers and to build our services around
their needs. For us, our service is about people, not just IP. That means responding to our clients with
commercial understanding as well as technical and legal expertise if we are to guide them to the best
solution for their needs. We want people to choose Boult Wade Tennant and stay with us because
they know we will work with them, not just for them.

that really matter to our clients and has, for the first time, allowed us to accurately benchmark
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